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Abstract
This document reviews recent efforts in the area of Artificial immune systems (AIS) and their applications for (ad
hoc) wireless networks. It presents basic mechanism of Human immune systems, introduces the reader to the learning
paradigms of AIS, sums up misbehavior in ad hoc wireless
networks and discusses pros and cons of AIS in increasing
robustness of ad hoc wireless networks against misbehavior.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
Ad hoc wireless networks lack a centralized authority that
controls the flow of packets. Instead, each node (mobile device) in an ad hoc network1 serves as a router. Each node is
able to forward packets only to its neighbors2, and vice-versa
each node is able to receive packets only from its neighbors.
Nodes are allowed to move and can be switched off and on
at any time. Due to the lack of a centralized authority ad hoc
networks are extremely vulnerable to user misbehavior. Since
nodes within an ad hoc network are expected to have limited
computational power and be battery powered, a system that
is going to protect them has to be lightweight. Additionally,
it has to be adaptive as ad hoc networks are expected to operate autonomously with sporadic maintenance [33]. Therefore
classical intrusion detection approaches, many of which are
based on intrusion signatures, are not suitable for this task.
An example of systems that fulfill the above requirements
are Artificial immune systems (AIS). AIS are based on a
mechanism that is present in human bodies, namely, on the
Human immune system (HIS); see [17, 22, 46, 55, 4] and references therein. AIS are a part of recent promising advances
in Intrusion detection systems [39, 54, 52, 42, 14, 5, 48, 56,
38].

ARTIFICIAL IMMUNE SYSTEMS
Background
The Human immune system is a rather complicated mechanism that is able to protect humans against an amazing set of
1 We will use ad hoc wireless network, ad hoc network, or simply just
network interchangeably.
2 Nodes that lie within radio range of the sending node.

extraneous attacks. This system is remarkably efficient, most
of the time, in discriminating between self and non-self antigens.3 A non-self antigen is anything that can initiate an immune response; examples are a virus, bacteria, or splinter. The
opposite to non-self antigens are self antigens; self antigens
are human organism’s own cells.
The important features of HIS have often a dual nature.
These dual natures include self vs non-self recognition, innate vs acquired immunity, primary vs secondary response,
or general vs specific response. Some immunity mechanisms
are antigen specific, systemic (not confined to a local area),
or have memory (they are able to launch a stronger response
next time a specific antigen is encountered). Often are certain
phenomena explained only through hypotheses, an example
is the theory of idiotypic networks by Jerne [29]; this theory
attempts to characterize the dynamics of interaction between
antibodies and antigens.
The above mentioned mechanisms are a result of complex chemical and biological reactions within our bodies.
These reactions employ different kinds of cells, proteins, or
molecules. Examples are B- and T-cells, macrophages, dendritic cells, killer cells, mast cells, interleukins, interferons
etc. These cells act in a distributed manner at various places
in a human body such as bone marrow, tonsils, thymus, adenoids, Peyer’s patches, or the appendix.

Learning
The process of T-cells maturation in thymus is used as an
inspiration for learning in AIS. T-cells are covered by receptors that are able to bind antigens. The creation of T-cells (detectors) in thymus is a result of a pseudo-random process. After a T-cell is created (see Figure 1), it undergoes a censoring
process called negative selection. During negative selection
T-cells that bind self are destroyed. Remaining T-cells are introduced into the body. The recognition of non-self is then
done by simply comparing T-cells that survived negative selection with a suspected non-self. This process is depicted in
Figure 2. It is possible that the self set is incomplete, while a
T-cell matures (tolerization period) in the thymus. This leads
to producing T-cells that should have been removed from the
thymus and can cause an autoimmune reaction, i.e. it leads to
false positives. After being introduced into the body, T-cells
3 Self

and non-self in short.

divide and die off slowly, maintaining a homeostatic number4 of T-cells. Only when an antigen enters the body, this
homeostatic number changes. There are several basic types of
T-cells. Killer T-cells are able to initiate cell lysis (cell dissolution). Helper T-cells orchestrate the immune response; they
can also activate a nearby B-cell to produce antibody. The role
of memory T-cells is to response more effectively to recurring
pathogens (stronger secondary response).
Similar to the negative selection process of T-cells is the
positive selection process of B-cells. B-cells are produced in
bone marrow. Those that bind a non-self antigen are allowed
to mature and undergo clonal selection. Some of these Bcells become plasma cells that produce antibodies (each Bcell produces a specific antibody) and some become memory
B-cells.
A usual immune mechanism can be concisely described as
follow:
1. After the first line of defense (e.g. skin) failed, an antigen
enters the human body. It is immediately engulfed by a
macrophage (or eating cell) that processes this antigen
and displays his pieces on its surface.
2. Helper and killer T-cells are activated by antigen presenting macrophage, if a T-cell recognizes this specific
antigen.
3. Helper T-cells activate B-cells. These B-cells undergo
clonal selection and start producing antibodies that
can bind to the specific antigen. Antibodies efficiently
tag antigens and inactivate them by complement fixation (cell lysis), neutralization (binding to specific
sites to prevent attachment by an antigen), agglutination
(clumping), precipitation, etc. B-cells that get activated
more often become memory B-cells. These cells help to
respond more efficiently when infection by that kind of
antigen re-occurs.
4. Helper and killer T-cells replicate, some of them become
memory T-cells that help to launch a faster response next
time the same antigen is encountered. Killer T-cells are
activated by helper T-cells; activated killer T-cells destroy antigen.
Humans are already born with a “pre-designed” set of cells,
proteins and molecules. This is a part of the innate immunity.
This innate immunity is later extended by acquired immunity.
Vaccination stimulates the future immune response. Vaccination means that (weakened) antigens are artificially introduced into the body. A usual immune response is triggered,
thus producing memory B- and T-cells that stay there for
many years, ready to react when the same or similar antigen
enter the body in the future.
For further details on human immunology we refer the interested reader to classical texts such as [28]. We would like
4 The number of T-cells stays in a (near) equilibrium state. An antigen can
activate T-cells and upset this equilibrium.

to note that the central mechanism within human immunology is the ability to discriminate between self and non-self.
Restated it means that it is possible to distinguish between
cells that are not harmful to human body and cells that have
the affinity for causing harm.

Modeling of Negative Selection
Detectors5 (and antigens) are often represented as strings
over an m-ary alphabet, where m usually equals 2, i.e. they
are represented as binary strings. Detectors represented as binary strings fall in one of these two categories. They are either represented as plain strings [11] or as binary strings with
an attached recognition radius [18]. According to [20], if detectors are represented as binary strings, (partial) matching
rules for the censoring process can be divided into three basic categories: statistical, binary distance and landscape affinity. Correlation coefficient is an example of the first category.
Hamming distance, r-contiguous bits are examples of the second category. In landscape affinity rules are detectors (antigens) represented as a skyline curve or a landscape; an example of a landscape matching rule is the slope-matching rule.
Each of these matching rules attempt to accounts for imperfect matches between detectors and antigens; this is motivated
by the underlying mechanisms of HISs.
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5 We

will use terms detector and T-cell interchangeably.
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Figure 3. The universe is partitioned into two sets: self and
non-self. Non-self should be completely covered by detectors
but this is usually not the case, due to existing holes. S = Self,
DET = Detector.

The r-contiguous bits matching rule is by far the most popular measure. Two bit-strings (of the same length) match under the r-contiguous matching rule if there exists a substring
of length r at position p in each of them and these substrings
are identical. It has been thoroughly analyzed and simplified
to the r-chunks matching rule in [15, 16].
A detector d with a real valued recognition radius rns is
represented by a tuple (cd , rns ), cd ∈ [0, 1]n , rns ∈ R, where
cd is the center of the detector and rns is the non-self recognition radius. An element e lies within the recognition radius
of d if dist(d, e) < rns , where the distance measure is the
Euclidean distance.
Pioneering work in proposing efficient algorithms for detector creation was done by P. D’haeseleer in [11, 10]. An efficient negative selection algorithm maximizes coverage of the
non-self set and minimizes the number of detectors needed
for such a task. This implies that two detectors should not
overlap, if possible; this is however not guaranteed when detectors are produced in a pseudo-random way as depicted in
Figure 1. Two algorithms based on dynamic programming
were proposed: a linear time algorithm with time and space
complexity O((l − r)NS ) + O((l − r)2r ) + O(lNR ) and
O((l − r)2 2r ), respectively, and a greedy algorithm with time
and space complexity O((l − r)2r NR ) and O((l − r)2 2r ),
respectively, where l is non-self string length, r specifies the
number of bits that have to match under the r-contiguous bits
matching rule, NR is the desired detector set size, NS is the
self set size. The estimate for NR , the desired size of the detectors set, is 2r (1 − 2−r )NS . The disadvantage of these and
all other negative selection algorithms with a fixed matching
rule is that they introduce holes, i.e. areas of non-self that it is
not possible to detect; see Figure 3. According to [11], holes
can be eliminated with adaptive matching rules that produce
detectors with high specificity. The greedy algorithm was extended to m-ary alphabet strings in [47]; additionally, the author evaluated pros and cons of representing detectors and
antigens with an alphabet of arity m = 2 and m > 2. The

author concludes that both options are justified dependent on
the nature of anomaly that should get detected.
In [15] a formal framework for positive and negative selection schemes has been proposed. The framework aims at
analyzing these schemes in terms of the number of detectors
needed to cover the self or non-self set, respectively. The authors further introduce a new matching rule (r-chunks matching rule).
In order to overcome the complexity of negative selection
algorithms based on a bit-string matching rule, in [30] the
authors proposed a real-valued negative selection algorithm.
Under this algorithm the center of a detector is randomly chosen and the recognition radius is grown until it comes in contact with a self element. In [50] a comparison of the above
real-valued negative selection algorithm with three other approaches is undertaken. The comparison is done on a data set
known to include traces of misbehavior. Authors conclude
that under their settings, the real-valued algorithm failed to
dominate other techniques.
The current AIS are usually based on the negative selection
mechanism. Certain aspects of the positive selection in terms
of percolation theory6 are discussed in [21]; recognition radius and shape of detectors, and their impact on the number
of detectors is studied.

AD HOC WIRELESS NETWORKS
The paradigm of ad hoc wireless networks is connectivity
anywhere, at any time, without any fixed infrastructure.
The paradigm of ad hoc networking is often restated in
graph theoretic framework as follows: an ad hoc network is
a net N = (n(t), e(t)) where n(t), e(t) are the set of nodes
and edges at time t, respectively. Nodes correspond to mobile
users or automated sensors that wish to communicate with
each other. An edge between two nodes A and B is said to
exist when A is within the radio transmission range of B and
vice versa. The imposed symmetry of edges is a usual assumption of many mainstream protocols. The change in the
cardinality of sets n(t), e(t) can be caused by the freedom
that users have when they wish to switch on or switch off
their communication device, or can be caused by mobility of
users, signal propagation, link reliability and other factors.
Data exchange in a point-to-point (uni-cast) scenario usually
proceeds as follows: a user initiated data exchange leads to a
route query at the network layer of the OSI stack. A routing
protocol at that layer attempts to find a route to the data exchange destination. This request may result in a path of nonunit length. This means that a data packet in order to reach
the destination has to rely on successive forwarding by intermediate nodes on the path. Therefore the ability to adapt
routing when necessary in order to transmit data is another
key feature of ad hoc networks.
6 Percolation theory deals with the effects of varying number of interconnections in a random network.

Battery power that is necessary at each node for reception
or transmission of data packets, and for all necessary computation as prescribed by different protocols is of rare nature
and therefore its preservation is an important requirement.
We will assume, for the sake of this review, that the primary
source of electric power for nodes are batteries. The consequences of this assumption are that computation at nodes
should be kept to a minimum; any data structure that is implemented at any node is subject to space restrictions. Furthermore, reception and forwarding of “unsolicited” packets
should be subject to monitoring and, possibly, to a corrective
action.
Protocols at any level of the OSI stack, suitable for ad
hoc networking, are reviewed in standard textbooks and other
documents such as [41, 43, 26]. Therefore we will not discuss
peculiarities of individual protocols and their performance in
scope of ad hoc wireless networks.
Performance of ad hoc networks is usually measured in
terms of Quality of Service (QoS) parameters. Basic QoS parameters are end-to-end packet delay, number of packets received, long and short term fairness, and overhead at any level
of the OSI stack. Other QoS parameters include overhead at
different layers of the OSI stack7 , spatial use of control packets, and a multitude of other parameters that are often specific
to a given protocol.
Even though ad hoc networks are to some extent robust to
misbehavior of single nodes, it makes sense to provide them
with features enhancing their survivability. Survivability is
defined as the capability of a system to fulfill its mission in
a timely manner, even in the presence of attacks, failures or
accidents [36].

MISBEHAVIOR IN (AD HOC) WIRELESS
NETWORKS
In this section we review a few known types of misbehavior that can lead to decreased Quality of Service in wireless
networks.8 They can be classified as Byzantine misbehavior,
impersonification and lying, denial of service, selfish behavior, and openly malicious behavior. We note that solutions to
some of these attacks have been already proposed. We would
like to bring to the reader’s attention that packet traces with
anomalous behavior can be found at ArachNIDS [1]9 ; these
can be used for testing and training of an intrusion detection
system.
We focus on misbehavior at MAC, routing and transport
layers. We assume that the limited battery power makes misbehavior evaluation at higher layers prohibitively expensive.
We also assume that misbehavior at the physical layer is neglectable.
7 For example RREQ, RREP or RERR control packets at routing layer;
RTS, CTS, ACK at MAC layer; number of back-offs at MAC layer, etc.
8 We include attacks that are known from wireless networks that can also
be launched in ad hoc networks.
9 The packet traces are mostly for wired networks.

Link (MAC) Layer:
Medium access selfishness. A selfish node will try to keep the
medium busy in order to gain an unshared access to it. This
can be done through manipulation of the Network allocation
vector in 802.11 class of protocols, through decreasing the
size of interframe spaces, or through back-off manipulation;
see [9, 35, 8, 19].
Receiver misbehavior. The receiver does not respond to
senders RTS’s under this scenario, or it can add a large delay penalty to chosen senders; see [35].
Network (routing) Layer:
Overloading. In overloading attacks an attacker injects messages that he knows are invalid. These will be detected and
filtered-out but will also be computationally very demanding. It will put the attacked host into a busy-trashing mode;
see [27].
Manipulation of routing tables, route caches, and data structures with routing information. An attack aimed at originating inconsistencies in network and creating collisions;
see [45, 54]. Ref. [51] discusses an interesting manipulation
by creating bogus RREP packets. Ref. [40] discusses a possibility of advertising routes that a given node cannot serve.
Another possibility is injecting a RREQ packet with a high sequence number; this will cause that all other legitimate RREQ
packets with lower sequence number will be deleted.
Wormholes can exist when two attackers are linked by a private high-speed connection. Any packet to be forwarded is
first sent over this private link. This can potentially distort the
topology, and attackers may be able to create a virtual vertex
cut that they control; see [25].
Gratuitous detour. In this scenario an attacker will try to make
the routes through itself to appear longer by appending virtual
nodes to found legitimate routes; see [23].
Black and gray holes are created by an attacker or more attackers in order to attract traffic into them and subsequently
drop all or selected packets; see [23, 2].
Rushing attacks were introduced in [24]; in routing protocols
that utilize the RREQ-RREP handshake it is customary that
only the first RREQ packet is forwarded by a given node.
Thus a node that manages to forward a RREP packet as the
first one, will most likely be included in a forwarding route.
This attack can be combined with dynamic power level control or wormholes.
Impersonation or IP spoofing is performed by introducing packets that have stated originators different from real;
see [45].
Packet forwarding misbehavior is usually understood as
packet dropping, packet duplicating, and packet jamming. It
can be partially eliminated by the Watchdog technique [37];

the assumptions are that the given hardware device is able to
function in promiscuous mode and that power level control
and directional antennas are not used.
Sybil attack is done by creating a number of fictitious nodes;
see [12].
Transport Layer:
Selfish misbehavior. Under this scenario the sender ignores
rules for congestion window adjustment. It tries to set the
congestion window to a maximum size in order to increase
his throughput.
TCP SYN flooding aims to exploit vulnerability of a host when
a TCP connection is half-open. Under this scenario, a client
attempts to connect to a host, leaves however the connections
half-open, and continues with opening other connections. The
connection buffer of the host overflows; legitimate connections is not possible to open anymore; see [32].
ACK division, DupACK spoofing, and optimistic ACKing.
This misbehavior is aimed at manipulation of the size of the
congestion window at senders; see [44].
JellyFish attacks. Introduced in [2], they target the congestion
control of TCP-like protocols. These attacks obey all the rules
of TCP, nevertheless, they are very damaging. Three kinds of
JellyFish (JF) attacks were discussed in [2]: JF reorder attack,
JF periodic dropping attack, and JF delay variance attack.

APPLICATIONS FOR (AD HOC) WIRELESS
NETWORKS
Mobile devices within an ad hoc wireless networks are
assumed to have a limited computational power and scarce
battery resources. This characteristics is even more true for
sensor networks. Sensor networks are static networks built
around the ad hoc networks’ paradigm. Their goal is to make
measurements (temperature, humidity, movement etc.) and
and forward this data to a central point. A misbehavior detection mechanism for such networks must be therefore distributed, lightweight and adaptive. Many current misbehavior
(intrusion) detection systems are nowadays designed as signature based systems that require that the set of misbehavior
signatures gets updated often. This is clearly hardly possible for ad hoc networks. Is is also clear that an AIS might
not provide the same level of protection as a human managed
signature based system. Therefore it is of high importance
to define which performability and structural properties of ad
hoc networks should be subject to protection. We propose that
an AIS for ad hoc networks should impose a high degree of
their survivability [49]. It is therefore of paramount importance that the ad hoc network’s mission is clearly defined and
achievable under normal operating conditions. In the rest of
this section we review some AIS based approaches to misbehavior (anomaly) detection for (ad hoc) wireless networks.

In [22] the authors describe an artificial immune system
that is robust against anomalies at the transport layer of the
OSI protocol stack; only wired TCP networks are considered.
Self is defined as normal pairwise TCP connections. Instead
of mimicking the complex structure of human immune defense they collapse B-cells and T-cells into a single entity
called “detector”. Each detector is represented as a single bit
string of 49 bits. Such detector is able by string matching to
recognize whether a given pair of TCP connections is self
or non-self. The pattern matching is based on r-contiguous
bits. A process of negative selection is applied to detectors
in order to make them mature, i.e. to make them able to detect non-self. They assume that non-self behavior is very rare
therefore training detectors on a running system is not unreasonable. They also introduced different activation and threshold conditions that make their system robust against incomplete sets of self that are used during detectors’ training. The
learning phase does not only include negative selection but
also co-stimulation and a mechanism for maturing a detector
into memory detectors. Co-stimulation is a secondary signal
meant to suppress autoimmune reactions. In [22] when a detector matches a string (possible anomaly), a co-stimulation
from a human network administrator is needed in order to
confirm this string to be non-self. The time window in which
the administrator can act was set to 24 hours; if no reply is
received then the detector is reset, in other case the detector
enters the competition to become a memory detector.
Additionally, in [17] the authors discuss the role of senescence for immune systems. They note that due to space efficiency memory cells will have to be eliminated over time.
They also re-introduce the notion “ball of stimulation” that is
based on research in the area of theoretical biology. Ball of
stimulation models the fact that B or T-cells should be able
to recognize non-self within the radius of the exact match.
They also deal with holes caused by fixed-probability matching rules. They propose permutation masks associated with
detector sets; a permutation mask controls how an antigen is
presented to the detection system.
Ref. [34] discusses a network intrusion system that aims
at detecting misbehavior by capturing TCP packet headers.
They chose a more complex representation that accounts for
traffic intensity, port used in the communication, TCP 3-way
handshake unregularities, and ports are additionally tagged
with known vulnerabilities if such exist. They report that AIS
may be unsuitable for detecting anomalies in communication
networks. This result is questioned in [6] where it is stated
that the above negative result may be due to the choice of
problem representation and to the choice of matching threshold r for r-contiguous bit matching. A positive result is also
reported in [53] where several protocols from the network and
transport layers are considered.
An interesting approach for detecting misbehavior is introduced in [46]. This approach builds on results in [22] and
extends them in the direction of an artificial immune system

for detection of misbehavior at the network level of the OSI
stack. The protocol that is subject to monitoring is DSR, or
Dynamic Source Routing originally proposed by David Johnson et al.; see ref. [31]. The paper investigates the use of several novel concepts which are “virtual thymus”, clustering for
decreased rate of false positives, and a specific kind of costimulation called “danger signal”. An approach for a more
efficient secondary response is introduced as well.
The Danger theory by Aickelin et al. [3] suggests that
recognition of a possible non-self is important only if this
non-self is a relative danger to the system. This effort admits that the classical task of self–non-self recognition for
an AIS is not sufficient and might even be unachievable due
to non-efficiency of negative selection algorithms. It is however questionable how one can recognize a danger in ad hoc
wireless networks as many performability measures require a
global view of the network. In [46] the authors suggest that a
source node should emit a danger signal when sent packets do
not get acknowledged by the destination node. The signal is
sent over the route to the destination. The signal contains information about the time when the packet was sent and about
nodes that were supposed to forward this packet. This signal
is then correlated with an observed non-self behavior (packet
loss in this case). The authors do not discuss whether such a
danger signal could self get misused.
In [13] we proposed that an AIS for ad hoc networks should
consist of the following modules: Data collection and preprocessing, Local and cooperative detection, Learning, and Local
and Cooperative response. These four layers should be mutually interconnected to allow for an efficient feedback mechanisms. This structure acknowledges the fact that for increased
survivability of ad hoc networks is misbehavior detection
equally important as finding the misbehaving node (or nodes),
exchange of information about misbehaving nodes, and a possible cooperative corrective action against such nodes. A deficiency of current AIS for (ad hoc) wireless networks is that
they concentrate on local detection of misbehavior; they do
not consider distributed detection and with the exception of
ref. [46] they only distantly cope with the problem of either
local or cooperative response against a misbehaving node.
As suggested in [3] misbehavior detection and prevention
should react on worsening performability and structural measures within an ad hoc network. It is obvious that in order to
compute majority of these measures and thus to be able to
determine the impact that a given misbehavior could have, it
is necessary to have a global view of the network. In [7] we
discuss what impact certain structural properties could have
on performance of ad hoc networks. We conclude that when
structural properties of an ad hoc network are known, the correlation between them and performability measures, such as
throughput, latency or number of packets lost, is not clear.
Therefore, motivated by results in [46], it seems one will have
to limit itself to individual packet flows or to consider only
performability measures that are easy to compute locally.

The above gives an outline of recent approaches that are
applicable to wireless networks with artificial immunity. We
expect that many of the approaches that were applied for
wireless networks will be also applicable for ad hoc network.
Since the field of AIS is still being in the early stages of development there is subsequently only very limited number of
references that would deal with AIS for ad hoc networks. AIS
and their usability for applications other than wireless networks are neatly reviewed in [4].

CONCLUSIONS
We have reviewed a specific area of anomaly detection
systems. Artificial immune systems are based on properties
of the Human immune system such as such as self vs nonself recognition, innate vs acquired immunity, primary vs
secondary response, general vs specific response, or cellmediated vs humoral immunity.
The key question of an AIS design is which structural and
performability properties of the given (ad hoc) wireless network should be preserved. These invariants include connectivity and other graph theoretic measures [7], and a multitude of various performability parameters examples of which
are packet latency, throughput, number of packets received or
fairness.
We adhere to the idea that the an architecture for ad hoc
wireless networks should impose a high degree of their survivability [49]. It is therefore desirable that the ad hoc network’s mission is clearly defined and achievable under normal operating conditions.
Finally, we would like to point out that an AIS should never
be expected to suppress an excessively large set of misbehavior. Therefore, when testing and training such a system the
capability of misbehaving nodes should be clearly defined.
On the other hand, any AIS system should be designed with
some level of universality in mind, that is it should go beyond
the current approaches that aim at protecting ad hoc networks
against a specific flavor of misbehavior.
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